
The Yun Family’s Ninth Child is an Imp! Chapter 1846 

Yun chujiu lowered her voice and said mysteriously, “Didn’t I tell you? There is a woman who looks 

exactly like me standing in the corner. She told me! 

 

 

“I would rather believe it than not believe it. I didn’t take a bath with this bucket of water. I took a bath 

with the water from my storage ring, so of course I’m Fine!” 

 

 

Dong Qing and Xia ye saw that Yun Chujiu had a nose and eyes, and then they thought about how Yun 

Chujiu looked exactly like her. Oh God, could it be the late madam? It was said that this country 

bumpkin looked very similar to her mother. 

 

 

At this time, the sky was already dark. A gust of wind happened to blow past, and the door was blown 

open. Both of them couldn’t help but shiver. Could it be, could it really be the ghost of the late madam? 

 

 

Although the two of them were cultivators, they were still a little afraid of the ghost story. Even so, they 

would not admit it. Otherwise, it would be a great crime to murder their master, and even if they made 

a fuss about it, madam might not be able to protect them. 

 

 

“Eldest miss, the ghost story is nonsense! Forget it, who asked you to be the master? Rest well, we’ll 

clean it up.”Xia Ye was more flexible than Dong Qing, no matter what, it was important to destroy the 

evidence first. Although the bathtub had fallen, there was still some bath water in it. 

 

 



Yun chujiu curled her lips. “Then you should clean up well. By the way, I have to remind you that 

although I didn’t use this bath water, the bath water was not wasted. Your bodies are all wet!” 

 

 

Dong Qing and Xia Ye were busy questioning Yun chujiu just now and did not think of this. Now that they 

heard Yun Chujiu’s words, their faces immediately turned pale! 

 

 

It was over! 

 

 

The effect of this guai Cao powder was extremely strong. As long as it was applied to the skin, it would 

take effect. The two of them could not care less about whether they would be exposed or not and 

rushed out in a hurry. 

 

 

Yun Chujiu curled her lips. With such an IQ, she still wanted to fight with her? There was no sense of 

accomplishment in torturing them. It was more interesting to fight with that old White Lotus. 

 

 

Although Yun Chujiu did not know any guai Cao powder, this fellow had a strange grass! Guai Cao knew 

that Yun Chujiu hated it to death, so it had to increase its favorability from time to time, so it took the 

initiative to warn Yun Chujiu. 

 

boxn ov el. c o m 

 

Although guai Cao couldn’t speak, Yun Chujiu had been with it for a long time, so she could basically 

guess its meaning, which was why it made such a scene. 

 



 

Dong Qing and Xia ye rushed to their house. They didn’t care whether it was cold or hot water, and used 

all the water in their storage rings to shower, afraid that there would be guai Cao residue. 

 

 

Xia Ye could not help but complain, “It’s all your fault!”! “This is great. The grapevine powder is very 

strong. Even if we wash it like this, we will still suffer!”! “And they also provided evidence. That country 

bumpkin will definitely complain to madam. We will not be spared from punishment.” 

 

 

Dong Qing did not look good either. “Didn’t you agree to it later? Now You’re blaming me! Even if she 

really went to complain and we refused to admit it, would madam still side with her? “Do you think it 

was really the ghost of the late madam who reminded that country bumpkin?” 

 

 

Hearing Dong Qing’s words, Xia Ye felt a chill down her spine. “Don’t talk nonsense! The country 

bumpkin must have seen through something! The Mo residence hasn’t heard of a ghost for so many 

years. How could there be a female ghost today!” 

 

 

“Maybe it’s because the country bumpkin is back. The late Madam was worried about her daughter, so 

she reminded her! Otherwise, how could she, a country bumpkin from a lower continent, see the hook 

vine powder?”Dong Qing said with uncertainty. 

 

 

The more they talked, the more frightened they became. At this moment, they saw a figure with 

disheveled hair floating above the window lattice. They immediately cried out in alarm, “Ah! A Ghost!” 


